Summary: Many statistical tests have been proposed for case-control data to detect disease association with multiple single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in linkage disequilibrium (LD). The main reason for the existence of so many tests is that each test aims to detect one or two aspects of many possible distributional differences between cases and controls, largely due to the lack of a general and yet simple model for discrete genotype data. Here we propose a latent variable model to represent SNP data: the observed SNP data are assumed to be obtained by discretizing a latent multivariate Gaussian variate. Since the latent variate is multivariate Gaussian, its distribution is completely characterized by its mean vector and covariance matrix, in contrast to much more complex forms of a general distribution for discrete multivariate SNP data. We propose a composite likelihood approach for parameter estimation. A direct application of this latent variable model is to association testing with multiple SNPs in a candidate gene or region. In contrast to many existing tests that aim to detect only one or two aspects of many possible distributional differences of discrete SNP data, we can exclusively focus on testing the mean and covariance parameters of the latent Gaussian distributions for cases and controls. Our simulation results demonstrate potential power gains of the proposed approach over some existing methods.
Introduction
Our motivating application is to testing association between a binary phenotype and multiple single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) as arising in case-control candidate gene or genomewide association studies. Specifically, given n independent observations (Y i , X ′ i ) with Y i = 0 or 1 as disease status and X ′ i = (X i1 , ..., X ik ) as genotypes at k SNPs for subject i, i = 1, ..., n, we would like to test whether Y i and X i are associated. The k SNPs may be correlated (i.e., in linkage disequilibrium, LD). Many methods have been proposed for this purpose, including various tests based on logistic regression, haplotype-based tests, and genomic similarity-based methods. A general problem is that, due to the discrete genotype data X i and its unknown distributions for cases and controls, many possible models can be used. For example, with the dosage coding for SNPs, one can focus on testing the difference of the means of X i , leading to Hoteling's T 2 test, which is related to a score test in logistic regression. Alternatively, one can test on the difference of the means of pairwise interactions/correlations X ij X il (for j = l) as in the LD contrast tests (Wang et al 2007) , or difference of the means of X 2 i as in contrasting the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) parameters (Kim et al 2010) , or contrasting some complex higher-order interactions among the components of X i 's as aimed by haplotype-based tests and similarity-based tests (Schaid et al 2005; Wessel and Schork 2006; Wei et al 2008) . More generally, a combination of the above tests can be applied (Kim et al 2010; Pan 2010) . A natural question is why there are so many different types of tests.
An explanation lies in the lack of a simple representation for multivariate discrete data, as is the case for multiple SNPs in LD. For example, for k-dimensional multivariate binary data, a general distribution contains as many as 2 k parameters (Cox 1972) .
In this paper, we propose a latent Gaussian variable model: we assume that there is a latent multivariate Gaussian variate that can be discretized to yield the observed discrete SNP data. An advantage of our proposed latent Gaussian model is that, if the model holds, rather than trying to model and test on a large number of main effects and higher-order interactions for the discrete genotypes at multiple loci, we can exclusively focus on the mean and covariance parameters of the latent Gaussian model since the mean and covariance parameters completely determine a Gaussian distribution. Although a latent Gaussian model has been used previously to simulate multiple SNPs in LD (Wang et al 2007; Pan 2009 ), it has never been used explicitly for modeling and inference for SNP data as discussed here.
Methods

SNP Data and a Latent Gaussian Model
Given n independent observations (Y i , X ′ i ) with Y i = 0 or 1 as disease status and X i = (X i1 , ..., X ik ) ′ as genotypes at k SNPs for subject i, i = 1, ..., n, we would like to test for any possible association between the disease and genotypes. The k SNPs are taken from a candidate region or an LD block. As usual, we use the dosage coding for X ij under an additive genetic model: X ij = x ij = 0, 1 or 2, representing the copy number of one of the two alleles present in SNP j of subject i, though other genetic models can be adopted.
We assume that there is a latent Gaussian variable Z i = (Z i1 , ..., Z ik ) ′ for each X i : Z i ∼ MV N(0, R) with R = (r jl ) as a k ×k correlation matrix; for any j, there exists two constants c j1 and c j2 such that P r(X ij = 0) = P r(Z ij c j1 ) and P r(X ij = 1) = P r(c j1 < Z ij c j2 ).
For simplicity of notation, we define intervals T ij = (−∞, c j1 ], (c j1 , c j2 ] and (c j2 , ∞) for X ij = 0, 1 and 2, respectively.
The above model reflects the ordinal nature of genotypes. However, we do not assume the HWE. If the HWE holds, we do not need the parameters c j2 's since we have one more constraint: P r(X ij = 2) = [P r(X ij = 1)] 2 . Without loss of generality, for identifiability we assume the marginal mean zero and marginal variance one for each latent Z ij ; we do not impose any other structural assumption on the covariance matrix R.
Composite Likelihood for Parameter Estimation
Given a sample of genotypes {X i : i = 1, ..., n}, we would like to estimate the unknown parameters in R and C = {(c j1 , c j2 ) : j = 1, ..., k}. The (full) likelihood is
which involves multiple integrations with respect to f (z; 0, R), the density function of a multivariate Normal distribution MV N(0, R). With no simple closed-form, it is difficult to directly maximize L F with respect to the parameters in the integral limits (C) and in the covariance matrix R. Hence, it is computationally challenging to obtain the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of (R, C). As an alternative, we recourse to composite likelihoods (Lindsay 1988) , which include the pseudo-likelihood as a member. Composite likelihoods are often used for multivariate data for which the full likelihood is too complicated. It is often based on the marginal or conditional distributions of some subcomponents of the multivariate data under some working, though generally incorrect, assumption, such as the independence among the subcomponents of the multivariate data (Varin et al 2011) . The pseudo-likelihood and composite likelihood are often used exchangeably in the literature (Cox and Reid 2004) , though the former is perhaps used more loosely in referring to conditional likelihoods of some subcomponents (Besag 1974) or something else (Gong and Samaniego 1981) . Although composite likelihoods have been used in genetics, mainly in population genetics and fine mapping (Devlin et al 1996) , we are not aware of their use in association analysis; see a recent review (Larribe and Fearnhead 2011) .
Overall, our use of composite likelihoods for parameter estimation is similar to that of Anderson and Pemberton (1985) . Since the full multivariate data Z i is multivariate Normal, any of its subcomponents is Normal too. For example, the marginal distribution of Z ij is a univariate N(0, 1), while the marginal likelihood for X ij only depends on the known distribution of Z ij with unknown parameter (c j1 , c j2 ). Hence, for any fixed j, it will be simple to use the marginal likelihood of X ij 's to estimate (c j1 , c j2 ). Formally, to estimate C, we propose using a composite marginal likelihood
Maximizing CL 1 leads to the maximum composite likelihood estimate (MCLE) of C,Ĉ =
we obtain the MCLE (ĉ j1 ,ĉ j2 ) from the corresponding quantiles of N(0, 1). Accordingly, we define intervalsT ij = (−∞,ĉ j1 ], (ĉ j1 ,ĉ j2 ] and (ĉ j2 , ∞) for X ij = 0, 1 and 2, respectively.
To estimate R, we use a composite pairwise likelihood CL 2 (Ĉ, R) with
where R (jl) is a 2 × 2 correlation matrix with off-diagonal elements r jl , and z jl = (z j , z l ) ′ is bivariate. It is easy to see that CL 2 (Ĉ, R) is a product of CL jl 2 (r jl )'s with
Hence, maximizing CL 2 (Ĉ, R) with respect to the unknown elements in R is equivalent to separately maximizing each CL jl 2 (r jl ) with respect to r jl for each pair of (j, l) for j > l. 
However, a potential problem is that the above logistic regression model may be mis-specified, leading to reduced power. For example, why not to add squared terms X 2 ij , and/or two-way interactions X ij X il into the above main-effects model since these terms may be significant predictors of the disease status Y i ? On the other hand, there is a trade-off: adding too many terms may largely diminish the power of the resulting test due to a high number of degrees of freedom (DF). An advantage of our proposed latent Gaussian model is that, rather than trying to model and test on a large number of main effects and higher-order interactions of the discrete genotypes at multiple loci, we simply focus on the mean and covariance parameters in the latent Gaussian model since the mean vector and covariance matrix completely determine a multivariate Normal distribution. However, as usual, care needs to be taken to guard against model-misspecification; future studies need to address whether the latent Gaussian model is more robust and parsimonious in practice.
Without loss of generality, we assume that for the given case-control data, the first n 1 observations are cases while the remaining n 0 = n − n 1 are controls. Denote Ω 1 and Ω 0 as the unknown parameters for the latent distributions for the case and control groups respectively.
We first use only the cases to obtain the MCLEΩ 1 for cases, then use only the controls to obtainΩ 0 . Finally, we pool the cases and controls together, and use their genotype data to obtain the MCLEΩ.
To test the null hypothesis H 0 that the genotype distributions for the case and control groups are the same, we can simply test on the equality of the two latent Gaussian distributions. That is, we test H 
where for a vector a and matrix M, a j is the jth element of a and M jj is the jth diagonal
1 with τ j 's as eigenvalues of
1 by a scaled-shifted chi-squared distribution aχ 2 r + b, where the three constants a, b and r, as proposed by Zhang (2005) and studied in the context of association testing by Pan (2009) , can be easily obtained:
Based on the (asymptotic) normality ofΩ 1 −Ω 0 , numerical methods can be applied to obtain a p-value for the L-UminP test.
We can also apply a composite likelihood ratio test (CLRT) to test H ′ 0 :
whose asymptotic null distribution is a mixture of χ 2 1 's with weights depending on the covariance matrix of the MCLE, which is not easy to calculate here. We propose two methods to estimate its null distribution. First, we use permutations to estimate its p-value directly, as described briefly below: we randomly shuffle the case-control label to obtain a permuted dataset b, then the corresponding CLRT statistic
where CLRT 0 is the CLRT statistic based on the original data. We denote the resulting latent model-based CLRT as L-CLRT-P. A downside of the above procedure is that, in order to achieve a highly significant p-value, we need to run a larger number of permutations, which may be time-consuming. Alternatively, in the second method, we use permutations to estimate its null distribution. Since a shiftedscaled chi-squared distribution, say aχ 2 r + b, has been effectively used to approximate a mixture of χ 2 1 's (Zhang 2005) , we propose using the Satterthwaite (1946) method to estimate a, b and r as the following
where µ C , σ 2 C and τ 3 C are the sample mean, sample variance and (centered) third moment of
We call the resulting test L-CLRT-S. Although the CLRT is asymptotically equivalent to the Wald test based on the MCLE, since the former is a scalar, it can be easier to estimate its variance accurately, compared to estimating possibly a high-dimensional covariance matrix of the MCLE in the Wald test. This point will be confirmed by our simulation studies, in which it is shown that the CLRT had better-controlled Type I error rates while the Wald test might have inflated Type I error rates with a small B. On the other hand, the SSBw test, a modification to the Wald test, will also be shown to perform well.
As an alternative to the CLRT, we propose using the usual log-likelihood with the MCLE plugged-in to approximate the usual MLE. Specifically, to test H 0 : Ω 1 = Ω 0 , we propose using the (full) likelihood ratio test (LRT):
whose asymptotic null distribution is difficult to calculate. As for CLRT, we propose two methods based on permutations to 1) estimate its p-value and 2) to estimate its null distribution as a shifted-scaled chi-squared distribution, denoted as the latent model-based LRT-P (L-LRT-P) and LRT-S (L-LRT-S) tests respectively. Note that, although it is difficult to maximize the full likelihood L F to obtain the MLE, it is much easier to calculate L F with any estimateΩ, e.g. using the function pmvnorm() from R package mvtnorm.
Other Association Tests
For comparison, we also consider two logistic regression models:
where X 2 i includes both quadratic terms and two-way interactions for X i . For model M1 or M2, we applied the score, SSU, SSUw and UminP tests (Pan 2009 ) to test H 0 : β 1 = 0, or H 0 : β 1 = 0 and β 2 = 0 respectively, and denote the resulting tests as M1-score, M1-SSU, and so on.
In addition, we also applied the haplotype-based score test and its max version, denoted as H-score and H-max respectively. The two tests were implemented in the function haplo.score() in R package haplo.stats (Schaid et al 2005) . We used their default settings to derive their p-values with 1000 permutations. Finally, we applied the Normal-based likelihood ratio test (NLRT) of Wang et al (2008) , which is obtained under the incorrect Normality assumption on observed genotypes X i , rather than on a latent variable Z i as in our proposed tests. A variation of the NLRT was to first extract the first few principle components (PCs) of genotypes X that could explain at least 85% of the total variation, then apply the NLRT to the resulting first few PCs, denoted as NLRTpc. The p-values of both NLRT and NLRTpc were obtained from 1000 permutations.
Comparison with Multivariate Probit Models and Related Methods
The proposed latent Gaussian model is related to multivariate probit models for correlated binary or ordinal data (Ashford and Sowden 1970; Anderson and Pemberton 1985) . However, in existing multivariate probit models, the focus is on regression coefficients related to the mean parameters, and thus a common and covariate-independent correlation matrix is usually assumed; in contrast, here we are more interested in the group-specific correlation parameters; see Appendix A for details. Due to this key difference, a direct application of a usual multivariate probit model may be low powered in the current context. In addition, maximum (full) likelihood is typically used for multivariate probit models with a small k, as implemented in R package mprobit, whereas we adopt a composite likelihood approach to avoid the complicated (full) likelihood. As discussed before, a severe limitation of the full likelihood approach is its prohibitively high computational cost for high-dimensional data, though future computational advance will ease the bottleneck. Currently R package mprobit restricts that "The maximum number of parameters (regression and latent correlation parameters combined) is 23", which implies k 6 with an unstructured correlation matrix; furthermore, as to be shown, the full maximum likelihood approach did not perform well even for k = 6.
For computational simplicity, we have proposed a two-step procedure for parameter estimation: we first maximize the composite marginal likelihood CL 1 to obtain MCLEĈ for the location or cut-off parameters C due to their closed-form solutions, then we maximize the composite pairwise likelihood CL 2 to obtain MCLER for the correlation parameters R, which can be conveniently decomposed into a series of univariate optimization problems.
Alternatively, one can maximize CL 2 jointly with both C and R, which obviously is computationally more challenging. As to be shown, this one-step procedure is much slower than the two-step procedure; importantly, there was barely any difference between the estimates from the two procedures, which is in agreement with the result of Fiocco et al (2009) .
Finally, rather than using an unstructured correlation matrix R, one may want to use a simpler parametric model to reduce the number of parameters. For SNP data, it is unclear what parametric models are suitable. We will show in Appendix E that for our real data, as typical for SNP data, the correlation structures are complex to model. As to be shown, an incorrect model for R may lead to loss of power, in which case, even the maximum full likelihood approach may be less powerful than our proposed method.
Simulations
Simulated Genotypes with Latent Gaussian Models
We first considered simulating genotypes from latent Gaussian models, as done by Wang and Elston (2007) . We used k = 3, 6 and 9 marker SNPs, and sample size n = 200 with n 1 = 100 cases and n 0 = 100 controls. We considered three covariance structures for the latent Gaussian model: a compound symmetry CS(ρ) with a constant off-diagonal element ρ; an AR-1(ρ) with its (i, j)th element as ρ |i−j| ; and a random correlation matrix Rand(ρ)
with its (i, j)th element randomly chosen from a Uniform distribution U(ρ − 0.2, ρ + 0.2).
We discarded any Rand correlation matrix that was not positive definite.
We followed the below steps to generate each simulated dataset. First, we generated two independent latent vectors Z 1 and Z 2 from MV N(0, R 0 ) or MV N(0, R 1 ), corresponding to a control or a case respectively. The two covariance matrices shared one of the three structures with parameter ρ 0 and ρ 1 respectively. Second, each element of Z 1 was dichotomized to yield an allele according to its specified allele frequency, which was randomly chosen between 0.4 and 0.6 for a control, or for a case was the allele frequency of the control plus a small number randomly chosen between −|ρ 1 − ρ 0 |/10 and |ρ 1 − ρ 0 |/10. We similarly discretized Z 2 . Third, summing up the discretized Z 1 and Z 2 , we obtained genotype X i . We repeated the above steps for i = 1, ..., n 1 cases and i = 1, ..., n 0 controls to obtain a simulated dataset.
For our proposed tests, we used B = 200 permutations. For each of the simulation set-ups, we used 1000 replicates to estimate Type I error rates and power of the various tests.
For k = 6 SNPs (Table 1) , it is somewhat surprising to see that L-Wald had dramatically inflated Type I error rates while other tests seemed to have well-controlled Type I error rates. We conjectured that it was likely due to the relatively small number (B = 200) of permutations in estimating a relatively large (27×27) covariance matrix V . We explored this conjecture in two ways: first, the Type I error rates of L-Wald were even larger, near 30%, if B = 50 was used; second, although it seemed to suffice to use B = 200 for k = 3 SNPs (for a 9 × 9 covariance matrix), using B = 50 also led to inflated Type I error rates at about 15%.
Note that, in contrast to the use ofV −1 by L-Wald, the other three L-Wald-type tests either do not useV or use only the diagonal elements ofV or eigenvalues ofV Diag(V ) −1 . Although we only used a small B = 200 to save computing time for simulations, it is practical to use a much larger B for real data. Hence, we conclude that a larger k requires a larger B for the L-Wald-type tests, especially L-Wald, and we would skip the discussion on the power of L-Wald under this simulation set-up for its inflated Type I error rates.
For power with k = 6 (Table 1) , L-SSBw was the most powerful, followed by the L-LRT and NLRT/NLRTpc tests. L-SSB performed well except for AR-1. In the next tier we have L-UminP, then followed by H-score, H-max, M2-Score and L-CLRT. Again other tests based on the two logistic regression models had minimal power due to little differences in the marginal means of the SNPs between the two groups. We highlight substantial power gains of L-SSBw over H-score and NLRT: for example, for ρ 1 = 0.6 and ρ 0 = 0.2 with the Rand correlation structure, the power of L-SSBw was 92.8%, much higher than 55.6% and 79.0%
of the latter two tests.
[ Table 1 about here.]
For k = 9 with a Rand correlation structure (Table 2) , the L-Wald test had dramatically inflated Type I error rates while other tests seemed to have satisfactory Type I error rates.
For power, it appears that our proposed L-SSBw was most powerful, closely followed by L-SSB, then by NLRTpc. Next came the NLRT, L-UminP, L-LRT-P and L-LRT-S, followed by L-CLRT-P, L-CLRT-S, H-score and H-max. Except M2-score, other tests based on logistic regression had minimal power.
[ Table 2 about here.] 3.1.1 Other comparisons. Here we summarize other simulation results included in Appendices A-C. First, we consider various approaches using maximum full likelihood implemented in R package mprobit (Appendix A). As expected, if we treat our two-sample test as a multivariate probit regression problem with a group indicator (i.e. case vs control) as a covariate, and with or without interactions between group and SNP indicators, the power was very low, similar to that with a main-effects logistic regression model M1. The reason is that, in such a multivariate probit model, as usual, a common correlation structure independent of any covariates was assumed. On the other hand, if we explicitly modeled group-specific correlation matrices, the full likelihood ratio test (F-LRT) was much more powerful: for k = 3
SNPs (with Rand correlation structure), it maintained a correct Type I error rate, and was as powerful as the SSBw test. However, for k = 6, it had an inflated Type I error rate, under which it was no more powerful than the SSBw test. As noted earlier, the mprobit package could not deal with more parameters than k = 6 SNPs; if we ran it, it gave either some error messages or strange results. In addition, for a dataset with k = 3, 6 and 9 SNPs respectively, running mprobit on a Linux workstation took 2.2, 352.5 and 1852.1 seconds, compared to 67.9, 310.7 and 876.8 seconds for our proposed methods (including running 200 permutations).
Second, we compared the performance of our proposed two-step estimation procedure with the one-step procedure. To obtain the MCLE for a dataset with k = 3 and 6 SNPs (without permutations), the two-step procedure took 0.27 and 1.03 second respectively, while the onestep procedure took 8.16 and 120.64 seconds respectively. Thus, it is not feasible to use the one-step procedure for inference with permutations. More importantly, as shown in Appendix B, the two procedures gave almost the same parameter estimates.
Third, we implemented both our proposed composite likelihood methods and the full likelihood method (in R package mprobit) by assuming a CS correlation matrix for each of the case and control groups. As shown in Appendix C, for k = 3 SNPs, with the true correlation structure as either CS or Rand, the full likelihood based F-LRT was most powerful, while our composite likelihood-based tests performed similarly as before. For k = 6 SNPs, with the correctly specified CS structure, F-LRT was slightly more powerful than our proposed L-SSBw; however, with the incorrectly specified Rand structure, F-LRT lost to our L-SSBw with an unrestricted correlation structure. Again there was not much difference in power between the composite likelihood-based tests with a CS or an unrestricted correlation structure.
HapMap Data: Chromosome 5
To mimic real human LD structures, we used the genotypes of the 60 unrelated CEU samples (i.e. parents of the 30 trios) in the HapMap data (Thorisson et al 2005) . We considered a region on chromosome 5 studied by Lin and Schaid (2009) . The region of 70Kb contained 8
SNPs. For each simulated dataset, we randomly chosen four causal SNPs, say i 1 , i 2 , i 3 and i 4 , then the disease status was generated from a complex logistic regression model:
The causal SNPs were removed and only the remaining k = 4 SNPs were retained in each dataset. The sample size was n 1 = n 0 = 100. For each value of OR, 1000 replicates were used.
As shown in Table 3 , the L-Wald and L-UminP had slightly inflated Type I error rates, while other tests had well-controlled Type I error rates. It appeared that M2-Score was most powerful, closely followed by L-CLRT, H-score and H-max, then by M2-UminP and L-SSBw.
NLRTpc and NLRT were more powerful than only L-SSB, the one with the lowest power.
[ Table 3 about here.]
Summary of Simulation Results
Taking together the simulation results (including those in Appendix D), we recommend the use of L-SSBw and L-CLRT, one of which was either more powerful than or almost as powerful as the haplotype-based tests or Normal-based LRT. The L-LRT also performed well.
A caution should be raised in using the L-Wald and L-UminP tests for their possibly inflated Type I error rates with a small permutation number B. Hence, we do not recommend the use of L-Wald and L-UminP. We also do not recommend L-SSB, which ignores differential variations of the estimated parameters, especially those between C and R. The tests based on logistic regression with or without interaction terms, except M2-Score, may not be able to fully capture information in LD or higher-order interactions, leading to reduced power.
Therefore, our proposed tests, along with haplotype-based tests, are competitive alternatives to logistic regression.
Example: ALS Data
We applied the proposed tests along with several other popular tests to the data drawn from a genome-wide association study on amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) (Schymick et al 2007) . The study sample consisted of n 1 = 276 patients with sporadic ALS and n 0 = 268 controls. Schymick et al (2007) took a single-marker approach by testing SNP by SNP under both the dosage (1-DF) and the general (2-DF) codings for each SNP, identifying 34 most significant SNPs, none of which however reached a genome-wide significance level after a Bonferroni adjustment. We randomly picked up 9 SNPs from Schymick's list of the 34 most significant common SNPs. As before, we used the dosage coding for each SNP. Table 4 gives the p-value of the univariate score test on each SNP For each of the 9 SNPs, we extracted 10 neighboring SNPs upstream and another 10 downstream, then applied the default LD blocking algorithm implemented in Haploview (v4.1) (Barrett et al 2005) to each 21-SNP region for the control group. We only consider the nine LD blocks surrounding the nine SNPs with each block size given in Table 4 . Appendix E illustrates complex correlation structures of two of the nine LD blocks.
The p-values of various tests are listed in Table 4 . It is noted that for the last four SNP blocks, the L-CLRT or L-SSBw gave the most significant p-values, possibly due to their high power in these cases.
[ Table 4 about here.]
Discussion
We have proposed and studied a latent multivariate Gaussian model for multiple SNPs in a candidate region to facilitate association testing. When the latent model (approximately)
holds , We note that, as shown by Cox and Reid (2004) , a composite pairwise likelihood for a latent Gaussian model is equal to the full likelihood for a quadratic model for multivariate binary data. In the current context, one may speculate that our proposed model might be equivalent to a logistic regression model with two-way interactions. However, in our simulations (e.g. Table 1 ), they did not appear to be equivalent: the tests based on model M2 were often much less powerful than the tests based on the latent Gaussian model, though a theory lacks.
It is straightforward to apply the proposed latent Gaussian model to ordinal data with more than 3 categories: we can simply add more cut-off parameters in C, and adopt the same two-step estimation procedure. In addition, we can extend the proposed model to include covariates. First, as the usual probit model (e.g. in R package mprobit), rather than assuming mean µ = 0 in the latent multivariate Gaussian distribution, we assume µ = Aα for some covariates A (including group indicator) and unknown regression parameter α.
Second, we may model the dependence of latent correlations on covariates A:
where F is Fisher's (or other suitable) transformation, and r jl is the correlation between latent components j and l. Again to avoid the use of complicated full likelihood, composite marginal and pairwise likelihoods can be used for parameter estimation and inference (Fiocco et al 2009) . Furthermore, it is of interest to investigate whether the CLRT can be adjusted to have the usual chi-squared null distribution and improved power (Chandler and Bate 2007; Pace et al 2010) in the current context; a challenge lies in how to calculate information matrices not only needed for such an adjusted CLRT, but also intractable with the latent Gaussian model.
A potential problem with the proposed methods is the loss of power due to the large number of parameters in the covariance matrix if the number of SNPs is large. A similar issue exists with haplotype-based approaches. In theory, for k SNPs, compared to 2 k , the maximum number of possible haplotypes, the number of DF in the L-Wald test, 2k + k(k − 1)/2, can be much smaller. Their ratio is about 1 for k 4, but equals to 1.6, 2.4, 3.7, 5.8, 9.5 and 15.8 for k = 5, ..., 10; for k = 20, the ratio is as large as 4559. Hence, compared to the haplotype-based approaches, the proposed method has a far smaller number of DF, though both suffer from large DF for moderate to large k. On the other hand, in haplotype-based methods, to reduce the number of DF, it is a common practice to combine with other more common haplotypes any rare haplotype with an estimated frequency less than a specified small number, say α 0 . In our numerical examples we used the default value of α 0 = 0.01 in the R function haplo.score(). However, such a combining procedure is somewhat arbitrary and may have unknown negative consequences; a more rigorous approach is through parameter regularization via penalized regression (Guo and Lin 2009; Tzeng and Bondell 2010) . For our proposed latent model, some parametric models or regularization on the covariance matrix may be productive in further reducing the number of DF; more work is needed.
Software in R implementing the proposed new tests will be posted on our web site at http://www.biostat.umn.edu/∼weip/prog.html. 
